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The 1920’s

In the 1920’s there was a massive economic boom 
after World War 1 which led to people planning and 
predicting their future lives. They thought WW1 would 
be the war that would end all wars and spread peace 
among countries. This time was also called ‘The 
Roaring 20’s’ because of the era's social, artistic and 
cultural dynamism. The future predictions were weird 
but very positive. 



Future Fashion

Usa designers though by the time of the 2000s they 
would have designed a dress that is adaptable for 
morning afternoon and evening. Apparently the sleeves 
would be the change throughout the day. They also 
thought that tops of the dress would be transparent net. 
This was apparently to catch the males attention. They 
thought in the future that woman would wear cantilever 
heels and an electric belt that will adapt the body to 
climate change. 



Future Health Predictions

The 1920th decade was revolutionary for 
medicine and health. Treatment for diabetes, 
measles and scarlet fever were all invented. This 
led to assurance to the people that the future 
would hold many great treatment research. After 
the 1920s a man from The United Kingdom 
called Smith predicted by the year 2030, there 
would have cures for deadly illnesses, one of 
them being cancer. He also thought that he 
could delay death of old age by creating 
injections containing an unspecified substance 
which can be used to prolong the average 
lifespan to 150 years of age. 

Current breakthroughs in health have been, 
successful face transplants, procedures to regain 
function after strokes and successful 
development for a cancer vaccine. There are 
also contact lenses that can monitor blood sugar 
levels for diabetes patients. I personally think 
these medical advancements would have been 
revoultaintry for war survivers back then
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Future Air Travel
Smith also predicted that airplanes would become a 
common way of traveling and more and more people 
would begin to own them as there only way of transport. 
Airplanes would be as cheap and reliable as motor-cars. 
Smith predicted by the time 1920s there would be 
preparations to a man mission to mars,  but he said 
there could be a risk of half a dozen attempts could lead 
to astronauts dying and drifting further away from earth.  



Future Food
One of the many predictions about the future was the 
replacement of real food with synthetic foods. This was 
a solution to chewy beef and unliked foods that would be 
nutritionally beneficial for some people. This idea of 
these pills was actually based on 19th century feminism. 
The result of these pills would lead woman to no longer 
be in the kitchen, but instead have their fill of food with a 
synthetic pill.



Thanks for watching


